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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 12, 1994
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, April 12, 1994 in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice of the meeting is on file
in the Office of the President.
Regents Present:
Arthur D. Melendres, President
Penny Taylor Rembe, Vice President
Barbara G. Brazil, Secretary/Treasurer
J. E. (Gene) Gallegos
Siegfried S. Hecker
Roberta Cooper Ramo
C. Gene Samberson
• Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Don Burge, President, Staff Council
Bel Campbell, President, Faculty Senate
Marcus D. Goodloe, President, Associated Students of UNM
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Richard E. Peck, President of the University
Ahmad Assed, President, Graduate Student Association
Maralyn Budke, President, UNM Foundation, Inc.
Chri~ Schueler, President, Alumni Association
*******
•
Regent President Arthur D. Melendres called the meeting to order at 10:20 a.m.
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*******
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
Regent Barbara G. Brazil moved adoption of the agenda. Regent Roberta Cooper Ramo
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
PUBLIC INPUT REGARDING ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Regent President Arthur D. Melendres inquired if anybody wished to participate in the
public input portion of the meeting. There were no participants.
*******
ApPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF MARCH 22, 1994
It was moved by Regent Penny Taylor Rembe and seconded by Regent Brazil that the
minutes of March 22, 1994, be approved.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
ADMINISTRATIVE REpORT -- PROVOST MARY SUE COLEMAN
In the absence of UNM President Richard E. Peck, Provost Coleman presented the
administrative as follows:
United States Industry Coalition
Provost Coleman said that through the efforts of New Mexico's Congressional
delegation, and particularly U.S. Senator Pete V. Domenici, this project was funded by
the Federal Government in the amount of $35 million. The UNM College of
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Engineering will be managing this project. The goal is to direct the energies of the
former Soviet Union nuclear scientists into peacetime endeavors, particularly in the area
of technology transfer. There are many participants in the project, including Los
Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories. Provost Coleman stated that although this
is high risk project, the opportunity for high gain also exists, and if this project is
successful, the Universi,ty will have accomplished something very important for peace
in the world.
Evening and Weekend BBA Program
The University will be starting an Evening and Weekend BBA Program. This has been
aproject that has been long-desired by the community, and the University is running
it as a pilot to see what kind of response it gets from the community. The project is
being designed along the same lines as the highly successful executive MBA Program.
A person who has a full-time job can complete the BBA Program in approximately two
years.
Interim Dean -- Anderson Schools of Management
Provost Coleman said she is in the process of getting a lot of input from the faculty and
the community regarding the selection of an interim dean for the Anderson Schools of
Management and will consult with the Regents individually prior to making a decision.
She said she anticipates the search committee for a permanent dean will be established
in the 1994-95 academic year, but indicated there are many business school deanship
positions open in the country and said the process may take up to 18 months. She said
the University is committed to obtaining community input through membership on the
committee.
Searches
Several searches are nearing completion. The University is now interviewing candidates
for the Development Director and Provost Coleman said she anticipates that search to
be completed within the next few weeks. The search for Special Events Coordinator
is also nearing completion.
Regents' Scholars Program
Vice President Orcilia Zufiiga Forbes said 15 students, primarily from New Mexico, will
be attending UNM this year under the Regents' Scholars Program. They are a group
of outstanding students, and the University was in competition with schools all over the
country for some of these students.
3
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Introduction
University Counsel Nick Estes introduced Stephanie Wilson, who is the new Senior
Associate University Counsel for the UNM Health Sciences Center. Ms. Wilson has
a very strong background in the legal issues relating to the financial aspects of health
care.
Provost Coleman acknowledged and thanked Professors Bel Campbell and Bud Wildin
for their extensive help in the budget process.
Provost Coleman concluded the administrative report.
*******
SURVEY TO EVALUATE THE QUALITY OF STUDENT SERVICES AT UNM
•
Vice President Forbes and Patricia Burris-Woodall, Associate Director of Planning and
Policy Studies, briefed the Regents on the survey conducted by the Division of Student
Affairs to gain information on the perceptions and use of student and support services
at UNM. The purpose of the survey was to evaluate students' use of, and satisfaction
with, student services on the main campus. Surveys were mailed to a total of 8,398
students. A total of 2,160 students completed and returned the survey resulting in an •
overall response rate to this survey of 25.7%. The self-selected group of individuals
who completed and returned this survey is not exactly representative of the student
population as a whole and caution should be taken when generalizing the responses of
the responding group of students to the rest of the student population as a whole. The
survey was stratified by level for undergraduate, non-degree and graduate/professional
students.
Dr. Burris-Woodall explained that the student was asked to indicate whether or not
he/she had used the named service and if so, to indicate the level of satisfaction with
that service. According to the survey, usage for student services in general was around
30%. She highlighted some of the services/programs. There was a consistently low use
of Job Placement Services. Use for all subgroups of Library Facilities and Services
was close to 90% and average satisfaction scores were consistent across subgroups.
There is higher use of Residence Hall Services and Programs by out-of-state students
and freshmen. Among dorm residents, 54% were either satisfied or very satisfied. Use
of Parking Facilities and Services is consistent across specified groups at 70% to 90%.
About 76% of the total group of respondents were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied,
and consistently across groups, about 50% of the respondents are very dissatisfied with
these facilities and services. The survey included many other aspects of the college
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Vice President Forbes said that 37% of freshmen polled expect to be satisfied with
UNM versus 51% other institutions. The Division of Student Affairs is working on a
combination of things that will help to tum this around; for example, some departments
have started a customer-service training program. She said the Division is also working
hard to apprise students of the services that are available to them.
Regent Ramo indicated her shock at the perception of the personal security problem
(36% dissatisfied/very dissatisfied) and said the Regents and Administration need to
look very seriously at this. She also expressed her surprise and frustration that, while
UNM is on the border of being a great institution, the University has not been
successful in communicating this. She requested the President to prepare a report to the
Regents addressing a different strategy of communication.
Regent J.E. (Gene) Gallegos said that while there may be some inadequacies, this
survey is a very important management tool which conveys essential information about
the University's services. One of the important things is the reflection of extreme
dissatisfaction by over 50% of the respondents with parking facilities and services.
Regent Gallegos said the University is dealing with this problem in terms of facilities,
but said it is absolutely intolerable to have a service at this University which over 50%
of the users are reporting being highly dissatisfied with. In reference to Regent Ramo's
earlier comments, he suggested the security issue is intertwined with parking services
and urged Regent President Melendres to refer this matter to the proper committee for
Regents' action.
Regent President Melendres said he is equally concerned about both of those issues and
said the Committee of the Whole had met the day before on the Campus Master Plan
for the future development of the campus. A recurring theme of that meeting was the
issue of campus security and grappling with parking issues/structures. He indicated
these issues would likely be presented to both the Student Affairs and the Finance and
Facilities Committees.
Regent Rembe said some University employees will be attending a two-day seminar on
safety issues in April. She said that UNM provides numerous services that nobody
uses; for example, the University has gone to great lengths to provide the ethnic centers
which, according to the survey, nobody is satisfied with and nobody uses. Regent
Rembe said UNM is not effectively communicating the availability of these services.
ASUNM President Marcus Goodloe informed the Regents that the services provided by
the ethnic centers are being utilized. He also said various student leaders met with the
offices of the Vice President for Student Affairs and UNM Campus Police to discuss
5
a number of concerns regarding safety issues.
*******
DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY PROGRAM
Provost Coleman explained this is a request to adopt a resolution to exclude Dr. Jane
E. Henney, the newly appointed Vice President for Health Sciences, and Dr. Paul Roth,
the newly appointed interim Dean/Director for the School of Medicine/Medical Center,
from access to classified information.
Regent Siegfried Hecker moved adoption of the resolution. Regent Ramo seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
[Regent Rembe was not present when vote was taken].
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
*******
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION'S FAMILY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ANNUAL JOINT
POWERS AGREEMENT
Provost Coleman explained that the Regents are requested to approve a resolution to
enter into joint powers agreements and contracts between the College of Education, the
State Department of Public Education, and the Children, Youth, and Families
Department to carry out family development training programs in New Mexico
communities. The funds for these programs have been appropriated by the Legislature
for several years. No funds of the University will be involved in this project, except
as otherwise budgeted and approved by the Board of Regents.
Regent Hecker moved adoption of the resolution. Regent Gallegos seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
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A copy of the Resolution Authorizing Entry into Joint Powers Agreements and
Contracts with the New Mexico Department of Public Education for the University of
New Mexico Family Development Program is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit
B.
*******
CONTINUING EDUCATION DIVISION'S DISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION PERSONNEL TRAINING -- ANNUAL JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT
Provost Coleman explained that the Regents are requested to approve a resolution to
enter into joint powers agreements and contracts with the New Mexico Department of
Public Education to develop and implement a project designed to provide course work
to teachers from rural school districts throughout New Mexico so that they may acquire
certification is special education by using distance learning technologies. The funds for
these programs have been appropriated by the Legislature for several years. No funds
of the University will be involved in this project, except as otherwise budgeted and
approved by the Board of Regents.
Regent Hecker moved adoption of the resolution. Regent Brazil seconded the motion.
• Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution Authorizing Entry into Joint Powers Agreements and
Contracts with the New Mexico Department of Public Education to Develop Programs
for Distance Learning Technology is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit C.
*******
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND THE DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION'S
ANNUAL JOINT POWERS AGREEMENTS FOR THE TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR THE
EDUCATION OF DISABLED INDIVIDUALS
•
Provost Coleman explained that the Regents are requested to approve a resolution to
enter into joint powers agreements and contracts with the New Mexico Department of
Public Education in order to train personnel for the education of disabled individuals.
These joint powers agreements and contracts will be funded by certain funds awarded
to the State for this purpose. No funds of the University will be involved in this
project, except as otherwise budgeted and approved by the Board of Regents.
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Regent Hecker moved adoption of the resolution. Regent Brazil seconded the motion. •
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Resolution Authorizing Entry into Joint Powers Agreements and
Contracts with the New Mexico Department of Public Education for Participation in the
Interagency Collaboration Model for Special Education Personnel Preparation is made
a part of these minutes as Exhibit D.
*******
CONTRACTS, RESIGNATIONS, RETIREMENTS AND LEAVES
Regent Hecker stated the Contracts, Resignations, Retirements and Leaves are for
information only and no action is required.
A copy of the Contracts Resignations, Retirements and Leaves is made a part of these
minutes as Exhibit E.
*******
REPORT -- STATE OF UNM LIBRARIES
Robert Migneault, Dean of Library Services, briefed the Regents on the state of the
UNM libraries and said the primary mission of the library is to support the academic,
research and public service activities of the University and includes traditional
dimensions, evolving dimensions and foreseeable dimensions. He said the UNM
General Library is a member of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). He said
he believes it is high unlikely that UNM could become a member of the American
Association of Universities without its libraries being a part of ARL and without its
libraries having a very strong ranking in ARL.
Dean Migneault said he frequently hears that having ownership of materials on site--
journals and books--is outdated and the library should direct its resources towards
electronics. The cost of maintaining materials on site is increasing dramatically, but in
order to maintain membership in, ARL, the library has to meet traditional standards and
research libraries are still very much determined by the quality of materials on-site. He
stated that the Library dropped in ranking last year--from 53 to 61 out of 108, but
predicted next year UNM would be closer to 50 and perhaps even in the top 50.
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Provost Coleman added that UNM is hosting a Fall conference for librarians from
research universities to discuss these various issues related to electronic access versus
building collections. She said there are major copyright issues that have not yet been
resolved with the publishers regarding the electronic system. Provost Coleman said an
advantage of ARL membership is that this is the most influential body of librarians in
the country and they will be interfacing with the publishers and trying to make federal
policy and added that she would like UNM to be involved in this process. She also
said the University saves the state over $1 million in funding a year· because of the
inter-library loan service. Provost Coleman added that the UNM Library is the only
library in the state that is a member of ARL.
*******
1993-94 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET REVISIONS
Vice President Mc Kinney said the Regents are requested to approve the Operating and
Capital Budget Revisions for 1993-94. During this fiscal year, indirect overhead
revenue in excess of the amount originally budgeted was received. Additionally, when
the tuition and fees were calculated, the assumptions for the current year were
conservative and a $1 million increase is projected from those revenues. The proposal
is to transfer the overhead money to the research account, and also to use some of the
additional revenue from tuition for one-time expenses that are not funded by the
Legislature..
Regent Ramo moved approval of the Operating and Capital Budget Revisions. Regent
Rembe seconded the motion.
In response to an inquiry by Regent Gallegos, Vice President Mc Kinney explained that
every year during budget preparations, assumptions on enrollment are made for that next
year. He said these assumptions have generally been conservative in order not to get
caught in a revenue shortfall, and this year enrollment generated more revenue than was
assumed into the budget. Mr. Mc Kinney said the assumptions on tuition increases and
the underlying estimates used to determine the 1994-95 budget are not the same
assumptions which were used for the 1993-94 or 1992-93 budgets, and for the first time
for 1994-95, the budget is based on tuition revenue from an assumed growth of
enrollment.
Regent Gallegos inquired if excess revenues from one budget year could be carried
forward and utilized in the following year's budget. Vice President Mc Kinney
explained the $1 million in tuition revenue was built into the budget base for next year,
and so the $1 million in the budget revision represents one-time money this year and
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should not be spent on recurring expenditures.
Regent Gallegos said he believes the over-projection is very critical. He said it troubles
him that the estimates are so conservative that $1 million more in tuition revenue was
raised than was projected. He added this is a very large amount percentage-wise in
terms of the increase enacted last year. Regent Gallegos said it is his belief if the
Regents had been apprised of this revenue earlier, it would have been a very important
issue in the debate of raising the tuition for 1994-95. He said he believes fairness
dictates that the $1 million be applied to some expense such as faculty increases, the
Library, or relief for the students from the tuition increase that was enacted this year.
Vice President Mc Kinney pointed out that the $1 million is less than 1% of the I&G
budget and a 3%-4% error in projecting tuition revenues. He said the Administration
recommends using these revenues for issues that cannot be addressed in the operating
budget.
•
Vice President Mc Kinney stated that every year when the revenue projections are
presented, the Regents are advised what the assumptions in enrollments are. Regent
Gallegos said it would be helpful if the Regents were presented with information to
show how the projections compared with the actuals over the years. Regent President
Melendres suggested it would be helpful to the Regents if in the future they were more
explicitly informed ofthe rationale used by the Administration in determining how these ,•
revenues are spent.
Regent Ramo called the question.
[Regent Brazil left the meeting at 11:50 a.m. and was not present for the
remainder of the meeting.]
Voice vote was taken and the vote was 5-1 with Regent Gallegos opposing.
Motion carried.
Regent Gallegos requested that next year when the tuition and fees issue is presented
to the Regents, Vice President Mc Kinney provide historical data that reflects what was
projected, what increases were approved and what the actual was. Regent Hecker
concurred with this request.
A copy of the 1993-94 Operating and Capital Budget Revisions is made a part of these
minutes as Exhibit F.
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*******
1994-95 PROPOSED TUITION AND FEE RATES -- TAOS EDUCATION CENTER
Regent Ramo said when the Regents approved tuition and fees increases at the March
22 meeting, the Taos Education Center was inadvertently omitted.
Regent Rembe moved approval of the 1994-95 proposed tuition and fee rates for the
Taos Education Center. Regent Hecker seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
REMODEL OF LA POSADA DINING HALL
The Regents are requested to approve the construction project to remodel the La Posada
Dining Hall.
Mr. Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, said the present arrangement uses a
traditional system in which the diner stands in line, slides a tray along rails and receives
food over a counter. The new design takes advantage of a modified scatter system to
improve food delivery. The scatter system is a state of the art concept allowing patrons
to skip positions they are not interested in and go directly to stations of their choice.
Floors, walls, and ceilings will be renovated. Food preparation equipment will be
refurbished or purchased new. The maximum allowable construction cost is
$455,000.00. The project budget is $599,000.00. The proposal is being funded by a
Housing and Dining Services Plant Fund Account. Construction is scheduled to begin
in May 1994 and completed by mid August of the same year. These areas have not
been significantly renewed since the building was built in 1969.
Regent Ramo moved approval to remodel La Posada Dining Hall. Regent Hecker
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
11
WEST EXPANSION OF UNM HOSPITAL
Regent Ramo moved approval of the west expansion of UNM Hospital leaving the
financing options open for another month with the understanding this will come back
to the Board on the financing in May. Regent Hecker seconded the motion.
Regent President Melendres indicated this item was approved by both the Health
Sciences and the Finance and Facilities Committees, with the only issue being whether
the expansion would be financed out of debt or cash.
Responding to an inquiry by Regent Gallegos, Regent Ramo explained the motion does
not include the parking structure or the manner of financing. Vice President Mc Kinney
stated that the Regents are reserving the options of financing and at that in May a
Resolution regarding the financing will be presented to the Finance and Facilities
Committee.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
*******
UNM HOSPITAL SUPPORT SERVICES
Regent Ramo moved approval to proceed with the initial planning and design services
of the UNM Hospital Support Services at a cost not to exceed $250,000, subject to
further review of the actual project with developed. Regent Rembe seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
[Regents Gallegos and Hecker left at 12:20 p.m. and were not present for the
remainder of the meeting]
*******
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSAL
Regent Ramo moved approval to sell the University property identified in the agenda.
12
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• Regent Remhe seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the Surplus Property Disposal list is made a part of these minutes as Exhibit
G.
*******
REpORT ON UNM HOSPITAL BOARD MEETING
Regent President Melendres said the Regents would not have a report on the UNM
Hospital Board meeting.
*******
There being no further business to come before the Board the meeting adjourned at
12:40 p.m.
•
President
ATTEST:
~~2LSecretary-Treasur~~
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EXHIBIT A
••
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RESOLUTION
Pursuant to the requirements of the Department of Defense Industrial Security Manual policy,
the Board of Regents adopts the following resolution:
The following Executive Officers shall not require, shall not have, and can be effectively
excluded from access to all classified information in the possession of the University of New
Mexico and do not occupy positions that would enable them to affect adversely the policies and
practices of the University of New Mexico in the performance of classified contracts of the
Department of Defence or User Agencies of its Industrial Security Program, awarded to the
University of New Mexico, and therefore need not be processed for a personnel clearance:
Dr. Jane E. Henney, Vice President for Health Sciences
Dr. Paul Roth, Interim Dean for the Medical Center
A;Jppted. by a vote of ~ in filvor,
L¥~< ,1994.
CJ opposed, this 11 --H day of
•
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EXHIBIT B
•
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING ENTRY INTO JOINT POWERS AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS
WITH THE NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION FOR
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO FAMILY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Be it resolved by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico:
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Legislature for several years has appropriated funds to the New
Mexico Department of Public Education for family development training programs coordinated
by the University of New Mexico;
WHEREAS, the College of Education has coordinated the Family Development Program for
several years;
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Department of Children, Youth, and Families is also part of this
cooperative program;
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents wishes to authorize annual joint powers agreements to carry
out this program, so long as it is funded by the New Mexico Legislature and no University funds
are required; and
• WHEREAS, Section 11-1-3, NMSA 1978, requires authorization by the governing body for a
public agency to enter into joint powers agreements;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Board of Regents does hereby authorize the President of the University of New Mexico,
or his designee, to execute annual joint powers agreements or other contracts by which the UNM
College of Education, Family Development Program agrees to cooperate with the New Mexico
Department of Public Education and the New Mexico Department of Children, Youth, and
Families in carrying out a family development program, as authorized by legislative
appropriation. It is understood that (1) such joint powers agreements or contracts must be
reviewed and approved by the University Counsel and that (2) no funds of the University of New
Mexico will be involved in this project, except as otherwise budgeted and approved by the Board
of Regents.
Adopted by a vote of L in favor, cL opposed, this/2-f6ay of o..f?~' 1994.
•
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EXHIBIT C
••
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING ENTRY INTO JOINT POWERS AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS
WITH THE NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
TO DEVELOP PROGRAMS FOR DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY
Be it resolved by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico:
WHEREAS, rural school districts within New Mexico experience a high incidence of special
education instructors for whom the districts must request issuance of substandard certificates;
WHEREAS, the State Department of Public Education ("the Department") has committed, to
implement a Comprehensive System of Personnel Development, through funds made available
through the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act;
WHEREAS, the Department recognizes that the utilization of distance learning technology will
provide expanded and enhanced capabilities to ensure that teachers holding substandard
certificates are afforded the opportunity to complete required course work and therefore attain
full certification;
WHEREAS, the Department recognizes that the University has expertise in developing
innovative programs which address the delivery of required course work through distance
learning technologies;
WHEREAS, Section 11-1-3, NMSA 1978, requires authorization by the governing body for a
public agency to enter into such agreements; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents desires to authorize agreements for the purpose of this
programs, so long as University of New Mexico funds are not required;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Board of Regents does hereby authorize the President of the University, or his
designee, to execute annual joint powers agreements or contracts by which the University agrees
to provide services to the State Department of Public Education to develop programs for distance
learning technologies for special education personnel development, provided that (1) such joint
powers agreements or contracts must be reviewed and approved by the University Counsel and
that (2) no funds of the University of New Mexico will be involved unless specifically budgeted
and approved by the Board of Regents.
• Secretary/Treasurer of the &ard of Reg
opposed, this /2+A day of
••
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EXHIBIT D
••
•
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING ENTRY INTO JOINT POWERS AGREEMENTS AND CONTRACTS
WITH THE NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION MODEL
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL PREPARATION
Be it resolved by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico:
WHEREAS, the New Mexico Department of Public Education (the "Department") has been
awarded certain funds made available to the State for the training of personnel for the education
of disabled individuals;
WHEREAS, a multi-agency collaborative initiative has been developed among the Department,
the New Mexico four-year universities, and parent advocacy organizations designed to meet
shortages of fully licensed and certified personnel to provide special education services in the
State;
WHEREAS, the University through the College of Education and the Division of Continuing
Education desires to provide services pursuant to joint powers agreements to the Department and
to the interagency collaboration;
WHEREAS, Section 11-1-3, NMSA 1978, requires authorization by the governing body for a
public agency to enter into such agreements; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents desires to authorize agreements for purposes of this program,
so long as University funds are not require;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Board of Regents does hereby authorize the President of the University, or his
designee, to execute annual joint powers agreements or contracts by which the University agrees
to provide services to the State Department of Public Education and the Interagency
Collaboration Model for Special Education Personnel Preparation, provided that (1) such joint
powers agreements or contracts must be reviewed and approved by the University Counsel and
that (2) no funds of the University will be involved unless specifically budgeted and approved
by the Board of Regents.
Adopted by a vote of .!1.- in favor, .a. opposed, this /2:!!uay of aflit : j , , 1994.
Secretary/Treasurer of t~ Board of R
••
•
EXHIBIT E
•
April 12, 1994
CDNIRA.crS, RESIGNATIONS, REI'IREMENTS AND lEAVES
I . CDNI'RAcrS
New Faculty, Administrative Staff & Coaches 1993-94
St. Date Name Title & Dept.
Appt
Code*
Contract
FIE foIbs. Salary
No contracts have been written since the last Regents' meeting of March 22,
1994.
*The codes used in this colurm are: 1 to 6=Te:rm app:::>intment with specific year
designated; V=Visiting or Temporcuy; P=P:robationary; T=Tenured;
N=Non-probationary.
•
•
II . REI'IREMENTS
Baynes, Oscar
Berkenfield, Virginia
Candelaria, Tony
Dionne, Donna J
Galli, Clarence
Garcia, Gilbert
Patpeo, Laura
Title &Dept
Clerical Specialist IV
law Librcuy
Senior Registered Nurse
Mental Health Center
Maintenance Mechanic
Bookstore
Faculty Contracts Officer
Academic Affairs
Senior Counselor
Testing Division
lead Custodian
HPPELP
Alch SUbs Abuse Counselor
CASAA.
Effective Date
05/01/94
06/01/94
04/01/94
06/01/94
04/01/94
06/01/94
05/01/94
••
•
Regents' Meeting, 04/12/94
III. RESIGNATIONS
Abbenante, Josie
Choate, Danny
Dalia, Jeffrey
Eli, Darron K
Farkas, Janos
Guthrie, Kathleen
Janis, Eugenia P
Rasure, John R
Weller, Martha
v. LEAVES
A. Leave Without Pay
Embid, Pedro
Espinosa, rv'bnica
lamadrid, Enrique
B. Sabbatical Leave
Anderson, Gary
Asst Professor of
Art Education
Lecturer in Const
Tech, Gallup Br
Asst Professor of
TLT
Lecturer in Auto
Tech, Gallup Br
Res Asst Professor
of Chern & Nu Engr
Lecturer II in
Nursing
Professor of Art
& Art Histo:ry
Res Assoc Professor
of EECE
Lecturer in Cosmetology,
Gallup Branch
Title & Dept
Assoc Professor of
Mathematics & Statistics
Asst Professor of
English
Assoc Professor of
Spanish & Portuguese
Asst Professor of
Ed Administration
-2-
07/31/94
05/31/94
05/31/94
05/31/94
03/31/94
03/08/94
02/17/94
03/31/94
07/31/94
1994-95
Academic year
1994-95
Academic Year
1994-95
Semester I
1994-95 full pay
Semester I
Regents' Meeting, 04/12/94
SABBATICAL LEAVE (Con't)
•
Bartlett, Lee Professor of English 1994-95 full pay
Semester I
Boling, Bruce D Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Librarianship Academic Year
Boyer, Charles P Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Matherratics & Academic Year
Statistics
Burr, Sherri Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Law Academic Year
cahill, Kevin E Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Physics Academic Year
Chandler, Colston Professor of Physics 1994-95 2/3 pay
& Astronany Academic Year
Christensen, Ronald Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Matherratics & Academic Year
Statistics
Civikly-Powell, Jean M Professor of 1994-95 full pay
carmunication & Semester I
•
Journalism
Connell-Szasz, Margaret Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Histo:ry Academic Year
Edwards, Paul J Assoc Professor in 1994-95 2/3 pay
Dental Programs Academic Year
Ellis, James W Professor of Law 1994-95 2/3 pay
Academic Year
Evans, Bill Professor of Theatre 1994-95 2/3 pay
& Dance Academic Year
Gaines, Barry Professor of English 1994-95 full pay
Semester I
Galicki, Krzysztof Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Matherratics & Semester I
Statistics
Hahn, Betty Professor of Art & 1994-95 2/3 pay
Art History Academic Year
Hampden-Smith, Mark Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full pay
•
Chemistry Semester I
-3-
Regents' Meeting, 04/12/94
SABBATICAL LEAVE (Con't)
• Hernandez-Chavez, Eduardo Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 payLinguistics Academic year
Jamshidi, MJh.arrrPad Professor of EECE 1994-95 2/3 pay
Academic Year
Jordan, Ramiro Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
EECE Academic Year
Kline, William A Professor of 1994-95 full pay
CIMIE Semester I
Kodas, Toiva Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Chern & Nu Engineering Academic Year
Kovnat, Ruth L Assoc Dean of Law; 1994-95 2/3 pay
Professor of Law Academic Year
Lee, J:X)nald C Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Philosophy Semester I
Linnell, James W Chair & Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Theatre & Dance Semester I
•
McClelland, Charles E Professor of History 1994-95 2/3 pay
Academic Year
McNeil, Jom R Professor of EECE 1994-95 2/3 pay
Academic Year
Naqvi, S Sohail Asst Professor of 1994-95 full pay
EECE Semester I
Niemczyk, Thams M Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Chemistry Academic year
Nihlen, Arm Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Ed Foundations Academic Year
Nordhaus, Richard S Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Architecture & Academic Year
Plarming
Nuttall, H Eric Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Chern & Nu Engineering Academic year
Phelan, Shane Asst Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Political Science Academic Year
•
Predock-Linnell, Jermifer Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Theatre & Dance Semester I
-4-
Regents' Meeting, 04/12/94
SABBATICAL LEAVE (Con' t)
• Randall, Darrel Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full payMusic Semester I
Rauey, Judy L Assoc Professor of 1993-94 full pay
Pharm3.ey 6/1/94-6/30/94
1994-95
7/1/94-11/30/94
Robin, Diana Chair & Professor 1994-95 2/3 pay
of Foreign Languages Academic Year
& Literatures
Ross, H laurence Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
SociolCX3Y Semester I
Ross, Tirrothy J Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Civil Engineering Academic Year
Rothrock, Orville J Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Art & Art History Semester I
Sauer, Christine Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Econanics Academic Year
•
Schultz, Carl R Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Management Semester I
8erro, Enrique Professor of History 1994-95 2/3 pay
Semester I
Smith, LOuglas M Professor of Chern 1994-95 2/3 pay
& Nu Engineering Academic Year
Thanson, Bruce M Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Civil Engineering Academic Year
Togo, Dennis F Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Managerrent Semester I
Tuttle, Howard N Assoc Professor of 1994-95 full pay
Philosophy Semester I
Wenger, John Assoc Professor of 1994-95 2/3 pay
Art & Art History Academic Year
Witemeyer, Hugh Professor of English 1994-95 full pay
Semester I
•
FACULTY CONTRACTS OFFICE 04/04/94
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•
EXHIBIT F
•
Form B
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS
FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
1993-94 OPERATING AND CAPITAL BUDGET REVISIONS
•
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on April12, 1994.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval of the enclosed Operating and Capital Budget Revisions for 1993-94.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
See enclosed explanations of budget revisions for:
UNM - Main Campus
UNM - Medical Center
UNM - Los Alamos Branch
UNM - Valencia Branch
UNM - Gallup Branch
REVIEWED BY THE FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE: April!, 1994
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MAIN CAMPUS
UNRESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION & GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
OPER & MAINTENANCE
TOTAL EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$159,061,769
($16,194,130)
$1,061
$142,868,700
$81,127,607
$17,167,698
$9,230,595
$16,364,521
$18,978,279
$142,868,700
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$3,000,000
($5,559,711)
$2,559,711
$0
$0
... .:-:.:' :-.;
.. ;; .
····RE'IISED>
BUDGET···
·i<; .•.·· ...•
·.$162,ri~1,769.
·«$21~753; 841)
.•..·.···$2;560;772
... $142;868;700
•
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) REVENUE AS FOLLOWS:
- TO INCREASE INDIRECT OVERHEAD REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS/GRANTS
RELATED TO AIR FORCE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, & NASA
- TO INCREASE TUITION REVENUES
TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN REVENUES
TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO:
- TO RESEARCH FOR FY 93 OVERHEAD
- TO RESEARCH FOR FY 94 OVERHEAD INCREASE
- TO PLANT FUND FOR DEPARTMENTAL EQUIPMENT
- TO PLANT FUND FOR COMPUTER NETWORK CONNECTIONS
TOTAL TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) NET BALANCE
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$3,000,000
($1,121,711)
($2,OOO,OOO)
($1,538,OOO)
($900,OOO)
($5,559,711 )
$2,559,711
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MAIN CAMPUS
UNRESTRICTED
RESEARCH
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$989,950
$7,900,000
$694,050
$9,584,000
$9,584,000
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$3,121,711
($3,121,711)
$0
REVISED
. BUDGET·
.. ··$989,950··
.... i.: ..$.. 1r021 711
. "... . ..- .': ' .
.. ($2,427;661)
... .... .$9;584,000
... $9;584,000
•
TRANSFER FY 93 OVERHEAD FUNDS FROM 1& G AND FY 94 OVERHEAD INCREASES
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MAIN CAMPUS
PLANT FUND UNEXPENDED CAPITAL OUTLAY
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO:
CURRENT
BUDGET
$29,903,439
$4,673,751
$20,190,673
$54,767,863
$54,767.863
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$4,189,800
$0
$4,189,800
$4,189,800
.. REVISED
. BUDGET
$29;903;439 •
...•.. ·$8;863;551
$20; 190;673 ..
·.$58~95.7;663 .
$58,957;663
•
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR CAPITAL OUTLAY
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IDC USAGE ALLOWANCE
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR CANCER CENTER EQUIPMENT
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR EMS ACADEMY FOR EQUIPMENT
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR ANIMAL RESOURCES AND DUPLICATION FAC.
- FROM MEDICAL CENTER FOR CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL
- FROM I & G FOR EQUIPMENT
- FROM I & G FOR COMPUTER NETWORK
- FROM GALLUP FOR EQUIPMENT
TOTAL TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) NET BALANCE
TO INCREASE EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
- ADDITIONAL CAPITAL NEEDS-MEDICAL CENTER
- FROM I & G FOR EQUIPMENT
- FROM I & G FOR COMPUTER NETWORK
- ADDITIONAL CAPITAL NEEDS-GALLUP
TOTAL INCREASE IN EXPENDITURES
$430,000
$400,000
$131,000
$38,800
$52,000
$500,000
$1,538,000
$900,000
$200,000
$4,189,800
$1,551,800
$1,538,000
$900,000
$200,000
$4,189,800
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MAIN CAMPUS
CURRENT
BUDGET
PLANT FUND DEBT SERVICE
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
REVISED ..
BUDGET
.... ;;;;;:
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
TO INCREASE REVENUES AS FOLLOWS:
- 1994 BOND PROCEEDS
TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN REVENUES
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) NET BALANCE
TO INCREASE EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
$5,278,479
$5,283,560
$0
$10,562,039
$10,562,039
$155,091
$0
$349,471
$504,562
$504,562
::.·•• $5;433;570
.. :$5;283i560<
·$349;471
$11,066;60L
.. .- .
.. ,-:" :. ' ..
$11,066;601
$155,091
$155,091
$349,471
- ISSUANCE COST FOR 1994 AND 1996 BONDS
- PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST RELATING TO BOND REFUNDING
TOTAL INCREASE IN EXPENDITURES
$155.091
$349,471
$504,562
RESTRICTED PUBLIC SERVICE
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$12,100,000
$0
$0
$12,100,000
$12,100,000
$500,000
$500,000
$500,000
; :..::.:..•..••.•::.•;.:...•.........••; ;;.:
SI2,6()0;000:;....
<> $0>
.... ;.. ·.$0:::.
$12~600;000 .
$12,600,000··
INCREASE IN ACTIVITY DUE PRIMARILY TO THE COMMUNITY SERVICE GRANT FOR CORPORATION
FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING
DISK 14s
94budrev
28-Mar-94
BUDGET OFFICE
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MEDICAL CENTER
22-Mar-94
UNRESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION & GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
CURRENT
BUDGET
$37,533,800
($3,908,100)
$0
$33,625,700
$1,400,000
($1,140,000)
$0
$260,000
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
OPER & MAINTENANCE
TOTAL EXPENSES
TO INCREASE REVENUE AS FOLLOWS:
- INDIRECT COST RECOVERY
$22,483,800
$2,856,900
$935,700
$3,136,200
$4,213,100
$33,625,700
$50,000
$60,000
$0
$50,000
$100,000
$260,000
$1,400,000
TO INCREASE TRANSFERS AS FOLLOWS:
- TO RESEARCH
- TO PUBLIC SERVICE FOR COST SHARE
- TO PUBLIC SERVICE FOR SUPPORT OF HEALTH RESOURCES REGISTRY
- TO CAPITAL OUTLAY, FOR RESEARCH IDC USAGE ALLOWANCE (MANDATORY)
- TO CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASES
TO INCREASE EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
- PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
- LIBRARY PERIODICALS
- TELEPHONE LINE CHARGES
- ADDITIONAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE EXPENSES FOR PURCHASE
OF STEAM FROM UNMH
L
($230,000)
($60,000)
($20,000)
($400,000)
($430,000)
($1,140,000)
$50,000
$60,000
$50,000
$100,000
$260,000
Page 1 of 51
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•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MEDICAL CENTER
22-Mar-94
UNRESTRICTED
RESEARCH
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$10,244,000
$3,430,000
$49,100
$13,723,100
$13,723,100
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$411,100
$99,000
$430,300
$940,400
$940,400
~
\
TO ADJUST REVENUES AS FOLLOWS:
- TO DECREASE CIGARETTE TAX INTEREST REVENUE
- TO INCREASE CANCER CENTER PATIENT REVENUES
TO INCREASE TRANSFERS AS FOLLOWS:
- FROM INSTRUCTION & GENERAL TO DEAN'S & DEPARTMENT IDC
- FROM INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL FOR COST SHARE
- TO CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR CANCER CENTER EQUIPMENT
TO ADJUST EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
- DECREASE CENTER FOR NON-INVASIVE DIAGNOSIS EXPENDITURES
- INCREASE CANCER CENTER EXPENDITURES
- COST SHARE
- INCREASE DEPARTMENT IDC EXPENDITURES
($82,700)
$493,800
$411,100
$180,000
$50,000
($131,000)
$99,000
($124,300)
$362,800
$50,000
$651,900
$940,400
Page 2 of 5
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MEDICAL CENTER
22-Mar-94
UNRESTRICTED
PUBLIC SERVICE
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
CURRENT
BUDGET
$24,192,000
$370,000
$397,300
$24,959,300
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$388,500
$41,200
$7,700
$437,400
•·.•••••••••••••••••:RE'lI·~·g~i) •••.•.
H? .•. BuDGEr:>·
i;l!iji1i!,illli
·····i><S40S;OOO
.. $25,396;700
EXPENSES $24,959,300 $437,400
TO ADJUST REVENUES AS FOLLOWS:
- INCREASE EMS ACADEMY TO REFLECT CURRENT REVENUES
- INCREASE NEONATOLOGY TO REFLECT ADDITIONAL TRANSPORT REVENUE
- INCREASE MEDICINE BOW EXTERNAL REVENUE
- ADD LOCUM TENENS EXTERNAL REVENUE NOT PREVIOUSLY BUDGETED
TO ADJUST TRANSFERS:
- TO INCREASE TRANSFERS FROM I & G FOR ANTICIPATED COST SHARE
- TO ADD SUPPORT FROM I&G FOR HEALTH RESOURCES REGISTRY
- TO BUDGET EMS ACADEMY TRANSFER TO CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR EQUIPMENT
TO ADJUST EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
- INCREASE EMS ACADEMY TO REFLECT CURRENT EXPENDITURE LEVEL
- INCREASE HEALTH RESOURCES REGISTRY FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS
- INCREASE NEONATOLOGY TO REFLECT TRANSPORT COSTS
- ADJUST VARIOUS PROGRAMS TO REFLECT DEFICIT BALANCE FORWARD
- TO BUDGET ANTICIPATED COST SHARE
- INCREASE GRIEF INTERVENTION PROGRAM EXPENSES
- ADD LOCUM TENENS EXTERNAL REVENUE NOT PREVIOUSLY BUDGETED
$112,800
$32,700
$3,000
$240,000
$388,500
$60,000
$20,000
($38,800)
$41,200
$74,000
$19,400
$32,700
($16,500)
$60,000
$27,800
$240,000
$437,400
UNRESTRICTED
INTERNAL SERVICES
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$43,000
$0
$43,000
$43,000
$96,000
($52,000)
$0
$44,000
$44,000
·······$87.000
.n ••••••• n.··..···.···..>H$~7,600
TO REFLECT INCREASED REVENUES IN ANIMAL RESOURCE AND DUPLICATION FACILITIES
AND TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL OUTLAY.
Page 3 of 51
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MEDICAL CENTER
22-Mar-94
UNRESTRICTED
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$30,313,300
$250,000
$1,896,100
$32,459,400
$32,459,400
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$2,802,600
($500,000)
$366,300
$2,668,900
$2,668,900
•
TO INCREASE REVENUES AS FOLLOWS:
- CHILDRENS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL PATIENT REVENUE
- INCREASE OFFICE OF MEDICAL INVESTIGATOR SERVICES
- HOUSESTAFF EXTERNAL INCOME
- MENTAL HEALTH CENTER PATIENT REVENUE
- MENTAL HEALTH CTR CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING FOR BAD DEBTS
- CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL PATIENT REVENUE
TO BUDGET TRANSFERS AS FOLLOWS:
- CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL TO CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR HVAC AND
COOLING SYSTEMS REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT
TO ADJUST EXPENDITURES AS FOLLOWS:
- INCREASE CHILDRENS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL EXPENSES FOR PARTIAL HOSPITAL
PROGRAM TO BEGIN OPERATION AROUND MAY 1.
- INCREASED AUTOPSY EXPENDITURES RELATED TO INCREASED CASES
- INCREASE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER EXPENSES TO REFLECT ACTUAL
- INCREASE MENTAL HEALTH CTR EXPENSES FOR BAD DEBT EXPENSE
- CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL INCREASE FOR ADDITIONAL NURSING SERVICES
COSTS AND NEW DENTAL PROGRAM
$60,000
$107,700
$148,300
$230,000
$1,757,700
$498,900
$2,802,600
($500,000)
$60,000
$107,700
$230,000
1,757,700
$513,500
$2.668,900
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•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM MEDICAL CENTER
22-Mar-94
RESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
N£TBALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$1,241,700
$0
$0
$1.241.700
$1.241,700
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$479,500
$0
$0
$479,500
$479,500
··••·•••·•·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••ii,li,irio.••
TO INCREASE REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES BECAUSE OF ADDITIONAL TRAINING GRANTS
NOT PREVIOUSLY BUDGETED.
•
RESTRICTED
PUBLIC SERVICE
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
N£TBALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$25,951,000
$0
$0
$25,951,000
$25,951,000
$1,049,000
$0
$0
$1,049,000
$1,049,000
·;i\ir[$~7,Q99;OOO.·.
••·•..····•·••····••• ·•·•••••·•••· •.•••·•••. i~•••·.{<$0..
U..ii ••··.·.?i.lsO
i·.···/·.·.·..·.·$2i;OOO;OOO ••
INCREASE EXPENDITURES TO REFLECT CONTRACTS OR GRANTS NOT PREVIOUSLY BUDGETED:
430631 - State of NM - Transdisciplinary Clinic - Dept of Medicine
430981 - Oncology Services at San Juan Regional Medical Ctr.
430971 - RW Johnson - Evaluation of Chronic Osteomyelitis
430911 - State of NM - Project Dreams
430771 - State of NM - DOH - Public Psychiatry Program
Miscellaneous awards
$511,400
$186,000
$105,000
$112,000
$100,000
$34,600
$1,049,000
•
RESTRICTED
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
N£TBALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$16,385,000
$0
$0
$16,385,000
$16,385,000
$200,000
$0
$0
$200,000 .> •$t6;585;000
TO INCREASE REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES TO REFLECT INCREASED CONTRACTS AT THE
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER. Page 5 of 5 i
'.1
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•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM LOS ALAMOS
RESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION & GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
CURRENT
BUDGET
$87,500
$87,500
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$79,000
$79,000
···REVISED ..
···BUDGET
.:.; ":::'. :.':~;\:::/:)\<>: : :. -:" :
·//i;iiil~,500....
......·.·.•.;i·.~g.
.·..• $166;500< .•
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
OPER & MAINTENANCE
TOTAL EXPENSES
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) REVENUE AS FOLLOWS:
$69,000
$3,500
$8,000 $79,000
$7,000
$87,500 $79,000
-REVENUE RECEIVED FOR THE UNM-LAlNMSU "NEW MEXICO ALLIANCE FOR
MINORITY PARTICIPATION"
-REVENUE RECEIVED FOR THE REACHING WIDER/MAKING TRANSITIONS GRANT
FUNDED BY THE NM STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN REVENUES
TO INCREASE STUDENT SERVICES EXPENDITURES RELATED TO ABOVE GRANTS
•DISK 14s
94LABUDREV
28-Mar-94
BUDGET OFFICE
$34,000
$45,000
$79.000
$79,000
i'
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISION
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM-VALENCIA CAMPUS
PROPOSED
CURRENT INCREASE
BUDGET (DECREASE)
UNRESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION AND GENERAL
REVENUES:
TUITION AND FEES $617,281 $0
STATE APPROPRIATIONS 2,117,600 0
LOCAL TAX. LEVY 318,300 0
OTHER SOURCES 53,553 0
SUBTOTAL REVENUES $3,106,734 $0
TRANSFERS ($39,138) $0
NET BALANCE ($14,512) $34,684
TOTAL A VAlLABLE $3,053,084 $34,684
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION $1,507,564 ($555)
ACADEMIC SUPPORT 268,919 (35)
STUDENT SERVICES 348,351 13,496
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT 689,128 29,581
OPER & MAINTENANCE 239,122 (7,803)
TOTAL EXPENSES $3,053,084 $34,684
Explanation & Justification:
The Valencia Campus implemented a policy in FY 89-90 to allow departments to carry forward 70% of savings and 100%
of overexpenditures of the previous fiscal year to the new fiscal year. This BAR carries forward the FY 92-93 balances.
04-Jan-94 I f
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM GALLUP
UNRESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION & GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
CURRENT
BUDGET
$6,054,250
($280,750)
$10,000
$5,783,500
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$132,900
($200,000)
$243,400
$176,300
.. REVISED<
BUDGET··
.. < ....•.....•.
.·..·.·.$6,187,150
..........•.. >($480,750)
·········.······.$253~400
..··.$5;959;800
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION $3,346,100
ACADEMIC SUPPORT $517,700
STUDENT SERVICES $516,800
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT $886,500
OPER & MAINTENANCE $516,400
TOTAL EXPENSES $5,783,500
•
1 TO INCREASE (DECREASE) REVENUE AS FOLLOWS:
INCREASE IN TUITION REVENUE
INCREASE IN LOCAL APPROPRIATION
INCREASE IN OTHER SOURCES
TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN REVENUES
TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO:
- TO PLANT FUND
TOTAL TRANSFERS (FROM) OR TO
TO INCREASE (DECREASE) NET BALANCE
$8,300
$15,200
$3,300
$38,100
$111,400
$176,300
. ::.;:.~"::./:'})({(~:" ..((.. . ":: ::.j
.··.i3,3~4,400
.$532;900:
..•....•••••.•..•••.•••••.•~*~:.~~g .••••.
. ·······.$627;800<
.. .. $5;959;800<
$46,500
$82,900
$3,500
$132,900
($200,000)
($200,000)
$243,400
TO INCREASE EXPENDITURES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPLIES AND TRAVEL, $176,300
LIBRARY ACQUISITIONS, STUDENT SERVICE SUPPLIES, TWO NEW POSITIONS
IN THE BUSINESS OFFICE, AND INCREASE IN UTILITIES FOR THE NEW CHILD CARE BUILDING
•
IJ--
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM GALLUP
UNRESTRICTED
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$38,000
$38,000
$38,000
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$22,000
$42,697
$64,697
$64,697
.. .' .
.... RE\lISEb<
.··.·BUDGET<
···{$102;697/
....•.........··.··.··••···.····~·~B~,~~j ...••••
INCREASED REVENUE DUE TO CLUB FUND RAISERS FOR VARIOUS TRIP, ETC. SPEND BALANCE
FOR DISPLAY CASES AND EXPENSES ENCUMBERED LAST FISCAL YEAR BUT NOT PAID UNTIL THIS FY
• UNRESTRICTED
PUBLIC SERVICE
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$583,500
$583,500
$583,500
$164,930
$164,930
$164,930
/ij;\;!!'~illi~~
···················$748;430<
·\·~~~,~~ri
ONE TIME PURCHASE OF INSTRUCTIONAL AVS SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT; USE COMMUNITY
EDUCATION BALANCE FOR SILVER ANNIVERSARY ACTIVITIES AND COVER EXPENSES ENCUMBERED
LAST FISCAL YEAR BUT NOT PAID UNTIL THIS YEAR.
UNRESTRICTED
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
$398,700
$398,700
$398.700
$100,000
$100,000
$100,000
>/$498,700>
. . .
$0
$0
$498,700
$498,700 .
INCREASED BOOKSTORE REVENUE WILL BE OFFSET BY PURCHASES OF NEW TEXTS FOR RESALE
L.- -----J I~
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM GALLUP
RESTRICTED
INSTRUCTION & GENERAL
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
INSTRUCTION
ACADEMIC SUPPORT
STUDENT SERVICES
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
OPER & MAINTENANCE
TOTAL EXPENSES
CURRENT
BUDGET
$671,800
$671,800
$35,000
$4,000
$626,800
$3,000
$3,000
$671,800
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$158,200
$158,200
$158,200
$158,200
..···•·.·•·••····R~I~·ED.· ....·..··•··
·<BUDGET··
···$830;000.····
;;,Ii;;;ll~:~ri;
i;llj!~t!i;~;3~
·\<><$830;000
RECOGNIZE NEW GRANT FUNDING AND REVISIONS TO EXISTING GRANTS. (MINORITY SCIENCE
AND MATH GRANT AND ADULT BASIC EDUCATION GRANTS)
•
/"
•UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
REQUEST FOR BUDGET REVISIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1993-94
UNM GALLUP
RESTRICTED
PUBLIC SERVICE
REVENUES
TRANSFERS
NET BALANCE
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPENSES
INCREASE TO EXISTING GRANT
SK 148
94GALBUDREV
28-Mar-94
BUDGET OFFICE
CURRENT
BUDGET
$92,500
$0
$0
$92,500
$92,500
PROPOSED
INCREASE
(DECREASE)
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
.: . <:"..:.::: ':\':::>:.; \ :....~.<... . ".:
~EVISED ...·
··<>BlJDGET· .
···.·.·.···.·.·.·).·(···••$112;500.····.
·•••••••••••••••••••••••·•• ••• ••·~·1·ii:50~ .....•
I~
••
EXHIBIT G
•
Form B
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS
FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE
SURPLUS PROPERTY DISPOSAL
•
For presentation at the Board of Regents meeting on April 12, 1994.
REQUESTED ACTION:
Recommend to the Board of Regents approval to sell the University property identified in the attached Disposition
Approval List, dated March 24, 1994.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
This is a routine request, requiring Regents' approval, to dispose of University property. See attached list.
REVIEWED BY THE FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE: April 1, 1994
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:
• ~,'f-cf.J
President
• • •
03/24/94
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTIIENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
oRl6JNAL OR
UNI'I PROPERTY IIGDEL SERIAL ACOUISlTIoN ACQUISITION CoIIMENT5/REASONS FOR
llEl'I TAG ITEI'I DESCRIPTION/NAI'IE IIHE/IIFG. NUI'IBER NUI'ISER DATE COST DECLAF[NG AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 135332 TYPEIIR ITER 1811 MIA 26-6058623 1979 S675.00 OBSOLETE
2 113761 mOIRI TER IBI1 MIA 2984597 1977 S520.00 OBSOLETE
3 152290 PRINTER oKiDATA UB4 29480 1983 SI,005.00 OBSOLETE
4 84502 6EN PUL5E TELEIIATloN T55-30006 438 1973 S2,577.60 o8S0LETE
5 90531 CO"ENSATOR 3~ D-I00 207 1975 S2,520.00 OBSOLETE
6 82739 lllXER AUDIO TElfllATION TAIII05 990423 1973 S590.75 OBSOLETE
7 113102 AIIPLIFIER II [NCoII HOO 000189 1976 S3,562.25 OBSOLETE
8 82899 AIIPLlF[ER BALL IIARK 10 255 1973 13,096.55 OBSOLETE
9 82387 OSCILLOSCOPE TEKTRONII 529 013443 1972 11,586.44 OBSOLETE
10 128702 COLOR RECEIVER VIDEOTEK RII21 1278125 1979 11,037.00 BROKEN
11 124486 liON (TOR VIDEO SONY eVil1750 204b64 1978 S8b6.50 IIISS[NG VIDEO
12 160551 liON [TOR RECEIVER RCA J6K98511V 241416067 1983 1619.00 OBSOLETE
13 90928 PLAYER VIDEO CASS PANA50NIC E20227 MIA 1975 S982.10 OBSOLETE
14 80835 CAIIERA II[CRoFILII BlH AUTO Ib 101342 1972 $1,405.30 OBSOLETE
IS 167897 CoIIPUTER KEYSTATloN TELEI MIA 6b1J4b 1985 S973.00 MOT WORKING
16 169901 /ION (TOR IIITSUB[SH C319l9 4127372 1986 $2,364 .00 OBSOLETE
17 148215 POIIER SUPPLY PS 50-IS PS50-15 1983 S800.00 OBSOLETE
18 178b89 PRINTER lOll 3812 21b522 1988 Sb,710.00 OBSOLETE
19 184b8b COIIPUTER ZENITH ZDFl217 B30CFOOO125 1988 $1,471.00 NOT REPAIRABLE
20 1519b8 TYPEllRI TER 10/1 N/A 5577443 1982 S830.00 NON-OPERABLE
21 164287 CO/IPUTER 1811 5150 0452993 1984 S3,b54.00 NOT lIoRrING
22 167400 PRINTER DIGITAL lP2b 2bC42483 1985 16,779.00 NOT FEASIBLE TO /lAINTAIN
23 163b52 /lODEII RACAL -VAD IC 34b7PI3 44880457 1985 S5b5.00 OBSOLETE
24 163b53 /loDEII RACAL-VADIC 3467P13 77880577 1985 15115.ao OBSOLETE
25 162050 1I0DEII RACAL-VADIC 3437P/l13 0490m2 1983 S725.00 OBSOLETE
26 162051 /lODEII RACAl-YADIC 3437P13 20183483 1983 S725.00 08SoLETE
27 14B204 /lODE" CHASSIS RACAL-YADIC RVlb16AI MIA 1984 111,400.00 OBSOLETE
28 162048 /lODEII RACAL-YADIC 3467P13 21586m 1983 S725.00 OBSOLETE
29 162047 /loOEII RACAl-VAD IC 14378PI3 20183573 1983 S725.00 OBSOLETE
30 1b2046 1I0DE" RACAL-YADIC 3467P13 22082~09 1983 S725.00 OBSOLETE
31 162044 /lODE" RACAL-YADIC 3467P13 21586781 1983 $725.00 OBSOLETE
32 162043 IIODEII RACAL -YAD IC 1437Pll 20183247 1983 1725.00 OBSOLETE
33 165962 /lDDEII RACAl-YADIC VA3467PI 4488049 1985 S~62.00 OBSOLETE
-------------
SUBTOTAL: S57, 791.49
• • •
03/24/94
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTIIENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
ORIGINAL OR
UNI'I PROPERTY 1I0OEL SERIAL ACGU IS!TI 0'" ACIJU ISITI ON COKMENTS/REASoNS FOR
ITEr. TAG lTEM DESrRIPTION/NAME MKElKFG. NUMBER NUKB~R DATt: COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 165963 IIODEII RACAL-VAOIC VA37b7PX 42881320 1985 S562.00 OBSOLETE
35 165964 IIOOEII RACAL-VADIC VA3467PX 94880262 1985 S562.00 OBSOLETE
36 165765 IIODEII RACAL -VAD IC VA34b7PX 55176408 1985 S562.00 OBSOLETE
37 165466 IIODEII RACAL -VAO Ie VA467PX 55175156 1985 S562.00 OBSOLETE
3B 163650 IIODEII RACAL-VADIC 3467P13 44880293 1985 S565.00 OBSOLETE
39 163651 IIOOEII RACAL-VAOIC 3467P13 94B81008 1985 S565.00 08S0LETE
40 152115 TYPEWR (TER IBII N/A 9739416 1982 S655.00 OBSOLETE
41 87057 TYPEWRITER IBM N/A 2199514 1973 S530.00 08S0LETE
42 184199 COIIPUTER HARD DRIVE DATA FRAIIE IP30 IH28785 1988 S762.00 08S0LETE
43 143262 COIIPUTER KEYBOARD CDIIC A252 107507 1981 SI,090.00 OBSOLETE
44 157878 PRINTER EPSON MIA 340m 1983 S749 .00 OBSOLETE
45 173219 . COIIPUTER PC IBII 5160 5187464 1986 S2,099.00 OBSOLETEIUNUSABLE
46 164955 COIIPUTER PC IBII 5150 0637956 1984 SI,843.00 OBSOLETE/UNUSABLE
47 182652 VIDEOCIPHER CABLE HOllE COIIII VC II POO170545 1988 S560.00 OBSOLETE
48 99398 AIIPLIF IER IIICROWAVE IIA 122 1975 S2,744.00 INCOIIPLETE
49 99400 TRANSII ITTER IIICROliAVE IIA-2B 7447-3034 1975 $7,095.00 INCOIIPLETE
SO 99394 RECEIVER IIICROWAVE IIA-2B 7447-1059 1975 S6,987.00 INCOKPLETE
51 167758 BINDING IIACHINE GEBCO 460-l11 3165034 1985 $997.00 NOT WORKING
52 159365 DISPLAYWRITER DRIVE IBII N/A 0071b29 19B3 $3,757.00 OBSOLETE
53 159367 DISPLAYWRITER DISK DRIVE IBII N/A 077137 1983 Sl,785.00 OBSOLETE
54 159369 DISPLAYWRITER SHEET FEEDER IBII N/A N/A 1983 Sl ,62B.00 OBSOLETE
55 159368 DISPLAYWRITER PRINTER IBII MIA It-521B 1983 S3,410.00 OBSOLETE
56 141410 TYPEWRITER IBII N/A 6b40820 1981 S779.62 OBSOLETE
57 185279 COIIPUTER IBII 5160 3000459 1989 SI,075.00 OBSOLETE
58 159216 DICTATION TRANSCRIBER DICTAPHONE N/A 366594 1983 S615.00 NO LONGER OPERABLE
59 159217 DICTATION TRANSCRIBER DICTAPHONE N/A 349054 1983 S515.00 NO LONGER OPERABLE
60 169236 WORDPROCESSOR CPU WANG N/A M02278 1985 S5,100.00 OBSOLETE
61 169237 WORDPROCESSOR MORr.STATION WANG MIA VW8650 1985 $2,295.00 OBSOLETE
62 169238 WORDPROCESSOR WORKSTATION MAN6 MIA V118736 1985 S2,295.00 OBSOLETE
63 169239 liORDPROCESSOR WORKSTATION MANG NIA VW8748 1985 S2,295.00 OBSOLETE
64 169240 COIIPUTER PRINTER WANG MIA DII-05-55 1985 $4,250.00 OBSOLETE
65 169291 SHEET FEEDER liAN6 MIA 202-0173 1985 SI,700.00 OBSOLETE
---------------
SUBTOTAL= $"0,988.62
• •
SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTHE~T
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST
•
03/24/94
UN" PROPERTY
ITE" TAG ITEII DESCRIPTION/NAME IIAI:EJMFG.
1I0DEL
NUMBER
SERI~L
NUMBER
ACOl! IS ITI ON
DATE
ORISINAL OR
ACQUISITION CO"HEHTSJREASO~S FOR
COST DECLARING AS SURPLUS
66 181010 COIIPUTER CPU SYSTEI1 liANG N/A 5b022H 1987 $2,545.00 08S0LETE
67 22316 BILLIARD TABLE BRUNSWICK N/A 10 1962 $780.00 OBSOLETE
bB 22317 BILLIARD TABLE BRUNSWICK H/A 11 1962 $780.00 OBSOLETE
b9 22379 BILLIARD TABLE BRUNSWICK HIA ANN IV. 1963 $757.03 OBSOLETE
70 22717 BILLIARD TABLE IIINSTON H/A HIA 1967 $547.00 OB5CLfTE
71 33126 BILLIARD TABLE SALE" H/A 4 1/219 1965 $649.50 OBSOLETE
72 B9793 BILLIARD TABLE BRUNSWICK H/A 481108 1973 $847.70 OBSOLETE
73 13B435 BILLIARD TABLE LOVELL N/A 5 DRII 1980 $675.00 OBSOLETE
74 143247 BILLIARD TABLE GANDY NIA H/A 19B1 $1,587.00 OBSOLETE
75 14324B BILLIARD TABLE GANDY H/A NIA 1981 $I,5B7.00 OBSOLETE
76 143249 IlILLlARD TA8LE GANDy H/A H/A 19B1 $I r 587 .00 OBSOLETE
77 143250 BILLIARD TABLE GANDY/FRIGID H/A 8 FT. 1981 $1,800.00 OI/SOlfTE
--------------------
SUBTOTAl= $14,142.23
GRAND TOTAL= $132,922.34
